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Statement of evidence regarding fraud and abuses to homeowners and tenants
This evidence is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth so help me God of fraud from civil servants of the Valuation
Office Agency aided and abetted by the local South Bucks District Council and Northgate Public Services. There were five
households defrauded in our community and these are the events surrounding my wife and I resident for 47 years in our family
home when defrauded for the V.O.A to cover up what they had done eight months earlier to others in our small community.
Our council tax raised to nearly £450 a month together with the loss of my cancer support utility room in the scam which caused
much anxiety and upset to my wife, and I wasn’t too happy about it either, experiencing deceit and then silence from the V.O.A
breaching their H.M.R.C Charter and breaking our law & legislations, and the Civil Service rulebook in the process never mind
simple society polite etiquette all thrown out of the window during these frauds and abuses bestowed upon my wife and I.
We are both pensioners now as were another couple being extorted for a sum of £22,000 they never had and proven they never
owed, the other three household’s bands were fraudulently raised adding hundreds of pounds each year to their council taxes in
addition to the general rises. Upon further investigation it was discovered other communities and homeowners have also had the
same or similar happen in England.
Other public services were found to be seriously conspiring and colluding to cover up and close ranks and this information and the
evidence not only is in the hands of the M.P for Beaconsfield but also the Justice Secretary, Government and every council
taxpayers and ratepayers Member of Parliament in the House of Commons for their own constituents protection.

Dear Joy Morrissey MP for Beaconsfield,
Nobody expects or is prepared to be criminally defrauded and abused by their own Government with their Local
Government aiding and abetting them in what can now be termed as criminal fraud, not unwanted council taxes.
The citizen neither expects when the evidence of fraud is clear in these supposed “civil “matters for it to be covered
up by the Establishment as well as the perpetrators and their superiors with the closing of ranks and lies such that
Central Government sponsored Tribunal systems were rigged and corrupted and the citizens’ complaints path and
the now proven termed (whitewash adjudicator) and her attempts to cover up and close ranks for the V.O.A
Now exposed and then our retreating and pointless P.H.S.O or Parliamentary Ombudsman who did nothing
https://phsothetruestory.com and is highlighted on the banner from the Gosport families where its alleged 450
souls were just put to sleep just to add that final twist at the end of the citizens’ complaints system and its yellow
brick road I had to travel for 3 ½ years suffering further abuse as I walked every step of the way along it.
This November 2020 is the evidence of my wife and I and December will see the evidence of another two pensioners
both farming tenants being bullied and extorted for thousands and thousands of pounds proven they never owed.
The next month will be the three households that were scammed and their bands raised with the councils aid and
co-operation surreptitiously and quietly raising their taxes by many hundreds of pounds a year for life that they didn’t
owe and those affected on the periphery of our community by the scamming and then the covering up later.
At the start the experiences was related to me of 80 years ago, silence, no help as one was transported but not via a
railway cattle truck to be “processed” but in the back room of a Holiday Inn with no oath sworn
and forced to an unlawful but corrupt so called “point of law”. So the poor defrauded homeowner
then has to go to a High Court, not a Crown Court, not a Magistrates but the unaffordable High
court, shocking doesn’t cover it. Only those like Tesco and Sainsbury or Amazon Warehouses can
fund an action like that and they did. The defrauded homeowners have no chance, no chance at all
After that if you still wish to remain silent Joy it will have been almost 12 months so we would be
left to assume that you, Government H.M.R.C and the Justice Secretary are hoping and attempting

to cover it up and therefore time to go out into the public domain as homeowners, council tax and ratepayers
remain under threat from those criminally minded and dishonest in the V.O.A and V.T.S unless Government deals
with it conclusively this second time, if not then maybe the people can, the millions of council & business ratepayers.
Never mind potentially the citizens own councils as ours was found to be complicit, although the Chief Executive
colluding and responsible fled without warning after the second of the rigged Tribunals that one for the farm tenants
when a face to face meeting had been requested from him as the evidence of fraud had been sent to him in
preparation of that proposed meeting. He didn’t wish to meet like the VOA the past 5 years. Five damned years!
The district council shamelessly still imply today to one homeowner defrauded who naturally wants his band
restored, in addition his money defrauded from him and his family which was quietly taken from his direct debit by
the very same council in 2015. They pretend today they had no involvement in these scams to him and I presume the
Farm as well and others, one of which was unaware the council was taking extra funds from his account, unaware he
had been defrauded for 9 months due to his busy workload and not being properly advised as it was a surreptitious
and underhand scam for the three of them as well as us and the Farm.
Yet are now directly employing taken in as council staff, the third party contractor involved with those frauds five
years ago a Mr. Philp Adlard formerly of Northgate Public Services, its Head Offices based in Mumbai India.

Handcuffed to the railings Police Service
Our elected Government and you our M.P remain currently silent since we met 10 months ago and along with our
Parliament who’s very own Parliamentary Act was abused and misused in the rigged Tribunal process and yet no one
has called in the Police authorities, except to our front door a couple of times by those who defrauded us all.
Our Police being metaphorically handcuffed to the railings by the simple term of (civil) but civil it has not been for us
and for those citizens who were grossly scammed before us and Sir Eric Pickles efforts and actions make that clear.
I consider we have dispensed via the evidence that term “civil" quite a while ago and well, well beyond any
reasonable doubt don’t you consider Justice Secretary and Home Secretary as you have had the evidence awhile.
Exchanging it for the word (criminal) and I will remain polite and use your Right Honourable title Mr. Robert
Buckland Q.C.M.P but also our Right Honourable Government Attorney and Solicitor Generals, three of them since
the commencement of our community’s frauds and others before us and also potentially after us as we have had no
assurances the frauds are not continuing in and around England, but hope they have now ceased from my efforts.
I wrote that in November 2020 you our M.P would once more receive the details surrounding my wife and I after I
sent you the first of the evidence located in October 2015 of Hamilton Gardens and what they have been doing
amongst much else to defraud and bully homeowners and your constituents out of more council taxes they didn’t
owe and those sums vary between households and our small community being a prime example.

Not initially V.O.A intended victims.
My wife and I were not originally intended to be V.O.A targets and were bypassed and left alone eight months earlier
when the Valuation Office Agency and our own council scammed the
others, as each of them had built an addition or improvement to their
homes one being our next door neighbour but she laid an official
complaint necessitating the need for the V.O.A to return to cover up their
misdeeds and crimes and my wife and I became victims of the V.O.A
The V.O.A knew perfectly well we were a band F before our scammed
neighbour mentioned us with relation to her home, they knew we had an
in-significant addition as well as a conservatory as they had council copies
of the documentation and planning from 1985 and 1989 before the
rigged Tribunals and why the whitewash adjudicator was lying and
covering up by saying the V.O.A were not aware of this small insignificant addition of ours to justify a G band illegally
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applied before implying it was “missed" And the tripe she wrote regarding the face to face meetings requests. But
that was all complete bull and this document proves it as if I have it 35 years later and the planning permission
detail, so did they and the involved and colluding council and Northgate Public Services too so despicable fraud and
abuse no more no less.
Evidence much later found in the dark recess of our loft dated the 6th January 1986 proved the V.O.A our district
council and this forewarned whitewash adjudicator were all absolute liars and practiced ones at that. Others or
whistleblowers before us had made clear by the unsettling professionally drawn warning graphics discovered much
later, terming Mrs. Helen Megarry as the “whitewash” adjudicator which proved unerringly accurate so as our
theoretical Head of the Civil Service how long has this been going on Prime Minister do you think?
After I obtained our neighbours conspiring V.O.A Final Notice documentation dispensed to her I began investigating
despite my wife’s concerns as I was in recovery from over 12 months of very unpleasant cancer treatments, my
second cancer and an operation so I was still incapacitated at times, but was left with little or no choice. Being
helpful, open and transparent is not part of a scammers attributes when they defraud innocent people.
Going back to late September of 2015 when we were defrauded and the perpetrators went to ground afterwards
non responsive, which meant I had to write, phone or email continuously in the vain attempts I know now, a waste
of time but I didn’t know that then, so I persisted not considering then we and our neighbour had been defrauded.

Sending the Police to our door as we simply wished to communicate
But rather than simply respond as per the H.M.R.C charter V.O.A Reading the initial perpetrators and their Listing
Officer started sending the Police to our front door, quite unbelievable but true as the Police keep records so do I.
The detail of those visits, the communications from me and why are in the final report along with what was
happening with our colluding and corrupted local council and Northgate Public Services as
communications were also being sent to them and the elected Conservative Ministers
responsible for the Department for Communities and Local Government.
One later becoming our Home Secretary and yet he still remained in his bunker silent and
unresponsive, another becoming the (Parliamentary under Secretary of State for Crime and
Security) ironically, yet these civil servant scams were continuing underneath both their noses, both unaware I’m
sure but they stayed silent and inactive. Just like you are now Joy to your constituents! But also to the British public
as they are still under threat from the V.O.A as we know now we were not the first, but very much hope to be the
last.
Our MP Dominic Grieve updated throughout and others too including our Press but I was a lone voice in the
wilderness, not unlike I presume a Mr. & Mrs. Tanner abused by the very same Government Agency and the P.H.S.O
then. Their evidence lodged in the Parliamentary Archives and now in my PC archive too, but also there are those
unnamed of the public we don’t know about yet who were bullied or conned into giving up their complaint.
Despite the evasive silence, the refusal to respond to perfectly reasonable questions, yet strangely fraud and
corruption was still a long way from our thoughts and that’s as we are all conditioned to trust our civil servants, our
Police, our Government and the perpetrators know that of course. These were not off the cuff frauds but preplanned and executed and they had become adept at them, but had their covering up superiors when they weren’t,
our Police blocked and everyone else hiding in their bunkers inactive and silent, looking the other way it seems even
though all four Department of Communities Ministers and the Anti-Corruption MP would know of Sir Pickles actions.
Our next door neighbour for over 25 years told me over the garden wall one day her council tax band had been lifted
from F to G. No proper notification but she had spotted it on her annual council tax advice for the year 2015-2016
adding hundreds of pounds to her council tax demand over and above the rises everyone receives most years of late.
We were both unaware of the other three defrauded at that time.

Those improving their homes and getting defrauded and abused because of it
She had constructed a loft extension and the very first improvement or addition over the many years of living there
but she was entitled to without penalty never mind being quietly defrauded and abused for it. She told me she had
appealed as she had never sold and been resident since 1994. She said sorry, I enquired for what? She replied she
had only mentioned we were a band F and had the small addition on the side since she had taken up residence and
become our neighbour in 1994. Her appeal initiated the return of these crooks to cover up so we became victims.
She was correct as it was there from 1985 and was termed for council tax purposes as “insignificant” so you can look
that up in the council tax manual Joy Morrissey and those receiving a copy. I told her not to worry as legislation
dictated her and our band could not be raised until we sell and even then our home would still remain an F band.
How naive was I as a few weeks later we had the knock on our door and there was the V.O.A a woman by the name
of Elizabeth Melhuish V.O.A, operating on behalf of the V.O.A Listing Officer Andrew Corkish ultimately responsible
for the farm fraud and the three others. Requesting entry to our home and as they are part of H.M.R.C we assumed
they still had rights on entry unknowing they had been barred from citizen’s homes by a previous Conservative
Government so they barged in using the term from Sir Eric Pickles the Prime Minister David Cameron’s AntiCorruption MP reporting directly to the PM. The V.O.A has totally ignored Eric Pickles M.P and M.P David Cameron.
So the V.O.A entered and one of our first questions was to ask if she was involved in the raising of our neighbours
council tax band, unknowing about the other three neighbours in our community then. She denied being involved or
having anything to do with our neighbour but I discovered later that was the first blatant lie from the V.O.A as
Elizabeth Melhuish was the initial prime mover involved. How stupid to lie about that as it was our neighbour.

A modern day Fagin within our Civil Service and not a fictional one
Representing and operating in the name of the Council Tax East Listing Officer Andrew Corkish who I later termed as
a veritable “Fagin” running and managing these staff defrauding homeowners, later determining we had not been
the first homeowners to be abused like this, but again hope to be the last so help me God.
Council tax bands G and A or even F were not mentioned when she was in our home but the
offending V.O.A operative said they had received information regarding our banding and I asked
from where and what, she refused to say. She proceeded and wanted to look upstairs so we said
fine as we had nothing to hide. We understand now that was for intimidation as there was no need
for that to happen.
We had split one large bedroom into two so I could have an office but I
had retired so it was now a small bedroom for when our granddaughter
visited I said that’s ok isn’t it? She didn’t respond. The house was originally
a three bedroom ex local authority detached house purchased under the
right to buy Act 1971. I was fortunate being resident for 47 years many others are not, as I could work out and
calculate our “value" not our sales price please note as I didn’t know that. Neither would the V.O.A have and I could
accurately provide the value of our neighbour too and we were BOTH an unarguable Band F that we were correctly
given April 1st 1993 being well under the £160,000 but it didn’t matter as we had been defrauded and the V.O.A this
corrupt Government Agency remained silent and unresponsive to everything, absolutely everything.
Then unknowingly being later manipulated through a conspiring and colluding Tribunal so how much worse Joy
Morrissey, Robert Buckland and Boris Johnson would you like it to be may I enquire on behalf of five of us and all
council taxpaying citizens and business rate payers throughout England?

Not one but two fraudulent and abusive council tax bands just for the VOA to cover up
This V.O.A criminal operative never responded to questions but we remained polite as she went into every room,
airing cupboard, and toilet appearing to scribble notes. I explained how long we had been resident; how we had
arrived there in 1974 she remained silent which we thought odd at the time not what one might have termed
sociable, helpful or responsive.
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We explained I was in my second cancer recovery stage and slept in the ground floor bedroom as she moved
downstairs and into the kitchen, then the living room and
conservatory and the first time she said anything in that they
knew about the conservatory which we put up in 1989 and
she said conservatories were not taken into account for
Council Tax but we obtained planning permission back in the
late eighties from the council anyway so they knew of that
remember. We said we had added on in 1985 passing through our dining room into the downstairs bedroom,
shower and toilet and what was our cancer support and laundry utility room as its only what is termed a box room
but where we did
the laundry to prevent cross infection as we did have a washing machine in our kitchen as well. My wife kept spare
linen, some clothes and laundry products, sanitisers and a few of my medical items employed after my first cancer as
the downstairs bedroom I was using was close by.
We moved back out to the hallway by the front door we had wondered about or what was to come so started asking
her questions about how our neighbour could have become a G band? and told her about our hallway door which
the council and its building inspector had said when we applied to add this small addition they said we couldn’t block
that door then it could never be self-contained and separate. But as we said then and to this V.O.A operative we
didn’t want or need it to be separate or self-contained anyway so really didn’t think too much about it back in 1985
or since. We were not aware she was planning to use this in her scam for her to cover up what she had done.
We had received planning permission and the council building section followed it through from start to finish as we
had been pushed back and had to make some changes as it went along, every change had to be and were approved
by a physical visit from the council building Dept and the layout remained as it had been in 1985 and council
approved.

Our National Bandings and our laws and legislation the HMRC Charter proven worthless
The V.O.A operative wouldn’t answer our questions just said she would speak to her
“experts” back at her office which turned out to be Reading Berkshire I found out later
although anything we saw had Nottingham on it with the name of an Andrew Corkish
Listing Officer which meant nothing to us at the time apart that’s where H.M.R.C is based
She said we were going round in circles then rapidly departed our home leaving my wife and I looking at each other
with the questions still on our lips. At no time was a band G mentioned never mind a Band A in addition. We
wondered what if anything was to come from this visit where they ferreted completely throughout our home. I
figured it had something to do in relation to our next door neighbour but couldn’t understand what.
We had lived there since 1974 added this council reduced in size addition in 1985 our conservatory in 1989 became a
band F April 1993 so why had the V.O.A barged in ferreting throughout our home then rapidly left? Unknowing to us
we were soon to find out as she had uttered the words “possible food preparation area” we asked what’s that, she
avoided replying to that question changing the subject before rushing out the front door.
Our Son who had left home to get married and now lived in Edinburgh had left so much of his stuff with us and we
had been slightly embarrassed when she visited as it was stacked up in the downstairs bedroom where I now slept as
stairs had become difficult. So after her visit we decided to go and visit and load the car up with some of his stuff so
set off, arriving in Edinburgh some eight or nine hours later.
Our married daughter, who was checking the house as we had asked her to, phoned and said there was a letter from
the V.O.A. that had arrived on the doormat.

An 800 mile round trip and our lost cancer support facility as scammed by Civil Servants.
She opened it whilst on the phone and the V.O.A operative had just written a short sentence
that (she had decided) we were now to be a Band G and no longer a band F but on top of that
we were to have a Band A in addition and it would be effective from that very Monday. No
explanation, no legislation references or anything. It was a Friday when that letter arrived so
two days before it kicked in on the Monday. Our hearts sunk, we couldn’t understand as
everyone was silent and avoiding.
We stayed at the accommodation booked overnight, drove to our Sons unloaded his stuff
hugged our family and our new third grandson and with regret set off for home and another
400 miles, so just over 800 miles and 17 hours or so in the two days , it was tiring and unexpected.
In a bit of flux especially as the V.O.A were unresponsive and we didn’t know at that time the financial implications
unknowing the Band A on its own increased our Council taxes by £130 a month the Band G we found later about £40
plus on top of the over £200 plus we were paying per month apart from water rates we paid equating to our tax
band which would increase as well and since these frauds, everyone’s council taxes have risen 10% or more.
We have to budget carefully these days as both pensioners now and we had helped both our children into their own
homes adding two more reliable council taxpayers may I say to this silent and inactive Government of ours. Before
we had decided on the trip to Edinburgh we had been attempting to contact the V.O.A but had no reply not realising
they had completely shut down as we had been scammed and defrauded, but we didn’t know that and were
confused and not a little anxious at the non-response and silence I recall, coupled with her odd behaviour and
rushed departure from our home, twice being evasive to questions each time.
Trusting like every other homeowner and fraud didn’t even enter the equation although we had discussed how
strange it was the V.O.A had rushed off like they did, not responding to our questions. As we drove back down
South, our trip interrupted, we contacted our daughter and son in law and made arrangements to have our utility
and cancer support box room emptied that weekend as the V.O.A had illegally we know now, termed it a food
preparation area but didn’t explain as we had a kitchen obviously for “food preparation “like other normal people

Deceitful is not a strong enough word to describe being defrauded by public servants
What did they mean? What was a food preparation area? A non-legislative term may I add now. We could have
never prepared food there, and why would we as we had a kitchen and why we used this small box room to prevent
cross contamination when the need to launder, what were the V.O.A doing? Later we offered a professional
hygienist report for them but they never responded to that but we had one done
before the Tribunal anyway unaware of the further corruption to follow and who
would or could have seen that coming as I certainly did not.
So our son in law and a friend started and by the time we arrived home the room was
empty and stripped and I sent an email and photos asking for them to return and my
wife was tearful and upset. Now remember as this photo shows there was still
wallpaper and marks where the cupboards had been but also remember the
cupboards were matchsticks now so could never ever have been re-installed.
Why is that so important? Well its evidence
surrounding the corrupt and conspiring V.O.A Final Notice they had to issue to us
meaning pay up or attend a Tribunal, so defrauded and scammed if you don’t and
defrauded and scammed if you do. During the period before this abusive and corrupt
V.O.A notice was applied I suddenly had an email from this Reading case officer a Jill
Finlay operating with another Reading V.O.A operative Suki Gill, I was surprised as
they also had not been responding and she asked to visit. Well ok but had we not had
two probing and unpleasant visits?
So I immediately responded and asked why she wanted to visit, had her colleague not
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visited twice, had she and her colleague not been furnished with photos from me and the ones the V.O.A took, but
yes of course she could visit despite I hadn’t wanted my wife upset a third time if it could have been helped.
Then there was silence no response, no reply so I sent her the photos not only of the room “being” plastered then
the freshly plastered room all the holes, lines and marks gone but I hadn’t realised how important that was to
become too I as was only updating her I thought at the time as the silence was becoming a tad stressful.

The non-legislative corrupt term “Food Preparation Area” allowed fraud and abuse
About a week or so later we got the inevitable V.O.A Final Notice come what may, stating I had refused a visit which
I hadn’t and the room had the… wait for it (the character of a kitchen) well I nearly lost it at that point as here we
were with the loss of our cancer care facilities a small box room plastered. I asked what the hell a character of a
kitchen was. No response as was the normal. I discovered or was told later it’s possible if it was a kitchen, cupboards
were removed before a visit they could be re installed after a V.O.A visit from the holes and marks left where they
had been removed, well that’s what I was informed. They had made a simple but serious error as first it wasn’t a
kitchen or a food preparation area either as doesn’t one need a cooker or fridge, utensils or something and why later
I realised why the V.O.A operative looked into EVERY cupboard which I did think strange at the time and thought
what does she seem to be looking for? Something kitchen I guess but she was disappointed as kitchen it certainly
wasn’t and why it was what it was, that’s how ruthless this V.O.A individual had become.
But to be a (character of a kitchen) one would need to see the holes, lines have the cupboards maybe apart from
things kitchen and the cupboards could never be re installed as they had been destroyed and all the fixing holes had
been plastered over anyway so I assume they looked at early photos like the one above to come up with the
contrived and conspired reason to Final Notice us as they did with another two which
they had to do as all of it was fraud, dishonest scams accompanied by abuse and
bully boy tactics. As they have been doing to any homeowner that doesn’t
immediately roll over but even asking questions will get you one if you don’t just pay
upon demand from the council and ours was colluding and involved so the question
will be for council taxpayers have their councils been complicit too? Ours certainly
had been.
The Band G reasoning was the same tactic of the so called “similar” utilised on our neighbour and which now had
been found and was the first of the evidence of fraud and now this evidence, our legislation too let’s not forget, so I
chose a Tribunal wholly unsuspecting like many before me I’m sure and how corrupt was all this becoming. I worked
hard and prepared the evidence folders but if I had known what was to happen I may not have put in the effort as
evidence was never going to matter as nobody took the oath at these rigged and conspiring events.

The start of an abusive corrupt citizens’ complaints path
But before a Tribunal I had complained and this complaint arrived in Preston of all places and a woman named
Sujatha Karri her section termed the Council Tax Customer Service Business Partner, Valuation Office Agency 6th
Floor, Red Rose House 104 Lancaster Rd, Preston PR1 1LX........ She phoned me and was most sympathetic, friendly
and seemingly understanding, something not experienced up to that point, said I could phone her anytime?
This woman on the 4th February 2016 was provided with evidence and more that we had been scammed and it was
indisputable and she was the first one who prevented my formal written request to meet the Listing Officer Andrew
Corkish as per the council tax manual , twice in fact, and at that time I was under the belief he was in Nottingham
but he was here in the South so even Sujatha Karri was untrustworthy and the rot and corruption pervaded this
Agency even up to Preston and where else I began to wonder.
The events and cover up from there are in the final report at no time did I ever interface with the complaint
investigation team at complaintsinvestigation@voa.gsi.gov.uk only briefly via another woman who wrote she was
the Customer Service Manager at the Chief Executives offices London a Ms. Helen Zammit-Willson who turned out

to be a deceitful covering up liar, needing to employ the Oxford English Dictionary in her poor attempts to explain
away the deceitful term used to scam us (Food preparation Area) and I have her letter and its shameful content
ready for publishing if needed as there was much proven deceit in her correspondence which can all be explained to
the public if need be and now this woman is a V.O.A Director of some form promoted from a Customer Manager?
She had implied as our utility laundry box-room had a tiled floor that it had contributed to us getting a Band A but it
was there for hygienic purposes as earlier after my first cancer there was occasionally blood involved so easily
mopped with bleach. Cant people have a tiled floor now in their utility rooms? Could these V.O.A crooks have
stooped much lower? Let’s not forget the original 1985 construction and planning as it could not be a band A
anyway from the much later legislations 1992.

They did this to remove it later we would be so pleased to have just been left with a G band at an extra
£400 per annum over £1700 per annum and their three other scams would have been covered up but it
hadn’t worked for them.

Lies and covering up from the bottom right up to the top
Needless to say that was just a one way communication from Zammit-Willson as she never responded to any
questions or letters. I have discovered since that she was promoted to a Director’s position and
moved to another location in Wrexham but we don’t need those like her in the Civil Service
simply as she was proven to be dishonest and covering up as later was Melissa Tatton the Chief
Executive in her response to our former M.P the Rt Hon Dominic Grieve Q.C.M.P some 4 years later when he
eventually assisted us and so she broke the Civil Service code of conduct to him and proven in her attempts to sweep
it under the carpet and cover it up, quite shameful given her position.
Surprisingly after we had immediately returned from the long trip from Edinburgh the council tax demands arrived
almost immediately, on the Monday or Tuesday and started falling through the letterbox
whereupon we found out what the financial penalty really was. Well we stressed a bit more, very
concerned, but not as stressed, concerned and fearful as our poor friends and neighbours over at
the Farm when the council posted £22,000 worth of separate fraudulent council tax demands
through their letterbox (left picture) as scammed by the V.O.A and the council. The same V.O.A Melhuish woman
bullying them, but our neighbours were not to be discovered by me until the 17th December 2015 and full details of
their dreadful bullying scam you will receive in December 2020.
It can’t be right we thought there must be a mistake, still foolishly trusting as we had been brought up regarding
government employees, our councils too. The V.O.A had not responded so I immediately cancelled our direct debit
which had been in place for over 40 years or so I suppose. It was the only way I could have some control of what was
about to be removed from our account by the conspiring Council as the speed they dished the demands out had
surprised me.

Yes we do have a few caring politicians who wish to protect the public
As I write this update I watch the news regarding the Queens honours and see many deserving and the young
footballer Marcus Rashford who approached the Prime Minister directly succeeding in obtaining meals for under
privileged kids during lockdown. Well good for him as I have approached two Prime Ministers directly many times
now regarding these frauds upon innocent homeowners and tenants the electorate, the young and the elderly but
she and he never responded but the problems were first tackled although I was unaware at the time, by the Member
of Parliament the Rt Hon. Eric Jack Pickles M.P working for Prime Minister Cameron in an Anti-Corruption capacity.
But Theresa May and Boris Johnsons Government and their Anti-Corruption MP John Penrose MP remained in their
bunkers silent and unresponsive although advised in detail of the frauds to the electorate, many who would have
been conservative middle class voters, so silence from this caring Government of law and order said the Home
Secretary equally aware yet still silent and unresponsive as was Priti Patel M.P and everyone in Government too.
Our value April 1991 proven, resident since 1974 the abuses, the throwing out the window of the HMRC Charter, the
Civil Service Code, the evidence all just totally ignored, but by the VOA, the Police, Government and Parliament.
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Our honest Knighted Prime Minister David Cameron’s Anti-Corruption champion
Eric Pickles M.P soon to be knighted for his work to become Sir Eric Pickles before his
retirement from Government and politics. Unfortunately the V.O.A must have decided to
ignore the Prime Minister and his Anti-Corruption MP as they had found it so easy to scam
the citizens. Eventually understanding their modus operandi I understood why, and now
you do too and others, so no one in Government Civil Service or Parliament can later say
they didn’t know or they were unaware it was all going on.
Sir Pickles wrote that he was a firm believer we should be cutting down on the number of Government snoopers
who can barge into people’s homes. We are now curtailing the powers of council tax inspectors. This complements
the steps we have taken to stop a council tax revaluation and terminate the tax revaluation database to protect
hard working people from unwanted tax rises. Politician speak for citizens being scammed and abused I assume
It seems the V.O.A had other ideas and obviously continued with these “unwanted” tax rises or frauds to be accurate
disregarding Government our Prime Minister and Sir Eric Pickles MP. The V.O.A didn’t need to ignore the current
incumbent Anti-Corruption MP John Penrose and his Anti-Corruption team at the Home Office for Theresa May, later
Boris Johnson as he was inactive and doing nothing although fully updated and in the loop regarding these frauds
termed (unwanted council taxes) that his predecessor had termed them so maybe after Sir Eric Pickles retired the
VOA recommenced. If Mr. Penrose MP had the vigour and determination of his predecessor maybe I wouldn’t have
been writing this and have had to fight for the five years I have with all this corruption and abusive behaviour.

Four advised DCLG Ministers in their bunkers, inactive looking the other way it seemed?
So the V.O.A would not respond neither the Council at the time, I wrote to the Department for Communities at the
same time as I had read about their involvement regarding council tax. Once again no response so I followed up and
Greg Clark’s office eventually forwarded me to a civil servant in the department a Richard O’Donagh
I asked him via email a few questions and he appeared helpful at first. He gave me a contact name and email address
of someone I thought was in South Bucks District Council a Mr. Philip Adlard and the name of Northgate Public
Services was mentioned but I didn’t at first relate this person was in fact not a council employee but a third party I.T.
contractor and his parent company was in Mumbai India, a destination Melissa Tatton had ventured to when with
H.M.R.C I read later after she came to replace C.E.O Penny Ciniewicz who was informed but had done nothing.
When initially discovered it didn’t uplift my spirits given I was beginning to have suspicions that all was not well in
the world of council taxes as it was not well in the world of business rates either from articles in our national press
and about the high numbers and backlog of complaining ratepayers with appeals the Valuation Office Agency had
but I’m beginning to understand why now?

Our Department for Communities and Local Government “sponsored” Tribunals
Later this civil servant went into panic mode, diving under his desk cutting off my email as I had
returned and asked obviously a sensitive question or two but cannot recall what. His behaviour
clearly indicated something wasn’t right. This was before the Department of Community sponsored
but conspiring Tribunals so how much did he know and did he have any involvement? That is for the
honest and upright portion of our authorities to discover.
So I’m confused, concerned but not getting anywhere fast as the V.O.A were still silent so I continued
emailing asking for them to return and eventually they returned as they had to, and this is what
occurred upon this second visit. We went to this small box room now empty and I recall clearly once
she got to the door she exclaimed oh! And a surprised oh! Despite my emails. We expected her to
say the Band A would be deleted but instead she suddenly started measuring this time taking photos
without asking permission as she had done the first time which we said ok to of course

I asked again what a food preparation area was and this time not being at the front door she had to
respond and said we could make “sandwiches on the counter tops” which now had been destroyed
as we could not afford the extra £130 a month never mind the band additional G in addition over
what had been our legal correct F band
What an unpleasant person, dishonesty running right through her as the stripes in Blackpool rock. She then went
into the bedroom and measured as well as the dining room. I asked about appealing and she told me about these
V.O.A proposal forms one our neighbour had completed many months before I presumed, but she had no chance we
discovered later as she had been defrauded of course but she also didn’t know that then.
To cut it short a bit I had mentioned the H.M.R.C Charter supposedly for
the citizens she was not complying with and she just shrugged but didn’t
respond. She left refusing to respond to our questions, how we/I
remained polite I am not quite sure but we still had grey areas with her
not answering questions before rushing off so still wasn’t 100% sure what was really happening.

There were more than these five ways the V.O.A were tricking council taxpayers
They didn’t delete the Band A that was to come later fraudulently at the corrupt and rigged tribunal the very last
minute and one of the reasons I discovered it was rigged apart from the lies and legislation, but yet there was now
an empty room that before had cupboards counter tops and a washing machine,
ironing board, sewing machine that was about it, a food preparation area where we
could make sandwiches? Little wonder there was no oath sworn.
I don’t think so as we could prepare food on the doorstep if we chose to do so or on a
tray on our lap. We would have had to go to our kitchen to get the bread and filling
anyway, crazy but why had she used that term? To band us with an A it had needed to
be a kitchen I had to presume, it wasn’t so she used this term initially to fog and grey
area the situation which it effectively did all right. We feel a little silly now but at the
time as we were trusting and it confused the hell out of both my wife and I. So much
so I didn’t ask her how we could be a G band as well, we had never moved or had we
added anything or had we sold in those forty seven years resident in our family home.
From there my suspicions heightened I got my neighbours paperwork and what is
termed a V.O.A Final Notice which meant her appeal had failed, so pay up or choose a Tribunal which we now know
meant your defrauded if you don’t and defrauded if you do but we didn’t know or could ever have suspected, and
who would have done?

The VOA Regional Offices initially responsible for the frauds in our community.
There were others in the Reading Berkshire V.O.A council tax EAST offices assisting her, one of those termed the
“case" officer what a bunch of outrageously deceitful, lying civil servants, awful but I still, I still hadn’t come to terms
we were being defrauded as many others before us equally disbelieving they were defrauded too I’m sure.
Since then I have identified the problem as they had become so damned over confidant as they were getting away
with these scams time after time after time, they just pushed it too far as inevitably would happen eventually. By
raising us beyond affordability for one thing, the thousands and thousands of pounds later to another neighbour
rushing off remaining silent what did they expect would happen?
But they didn’t need to worry because they had a covering up management and CEOs office and a colluding Tribunal,
a handcuffed Police Force, a dishonest whitewashing adjudicator, a back peddling Parliamentary Ombudsman, a
silent Government, inactive and a silent H.M.R.C and Civil Service C.E.O and Cabinet Secretary, our press would not
print so what chance the poor suckers and victims called homeowners and tenants they must have thought, and that
drove their behaviour in our community and other communities before us and why the Government stepped in.
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Home owning families criminally forced to a position of helplessness & despair
No the homeowners could never financially take the V.O.A to the High Court after they had been coerced and
pushed through an obscene and corrupt Department of Communities sponsored soviet type Tribunal to a contrived
and planned illegal so called point of law. It was enough to embarrass even a banana republic country
Abusing Parliament, every member by the misuse of the Parliamentary Act they were provided. Our United Kingdom
today so will we have to live with all that now Joy? As what is this Government doing about it.?
Well the modus operandi employed was to first to lie & deceive, then with what they termed as alleged “similar”
dwellings allegedly sold before April 1st 1991 for over the F band limit of £160,000 threshold prior to April 1st 1991
the top limit for a Band F or whatever family and band they were scamming at the time. But be aware Joy that
house sales from 1990 through to 1995 were suppressed to the public by the legislations so how would they know
what the V.O.A were saying was true as there was of course no oath sworn at these disgraceful affairs, but it was all
illegal anyway and they were just a bunch of crooks as it turned out.
The V.O.A could not know what our house may have sold for in 1991 impossible and even more so given the current
market events at that time. I hope you understand that simple principle the national bandings were placed on. No
this criminal outfit was not that smart after all but relied on the trust and lack of knowledge from homeowners
especially regarding the April 1993 national bandings, that legislation still current from Sir Pickles timely actions.

Barred from people’s homes and for very good reason as this evidence proves.
Most probably why Sir Eric Pickles closed off databases to these crooks, barred them from people’s homes, sadly not
ours and cancelled the England valuations, thank goodness for the millions of English council taxpayers so thank you
Sir Pickles for that. But they continued fleecing and swindling homeowners without even entering homes but they
needed entry to ours to attempt to cover up the others they defrauded eight months before and caused my wife and
I some distress in the process, wholly unnecessary, ruthless and uncaring like all scammers and fraudsters.
We lost our cancer support facilities, they intimidated my wife, given me 5 years of effort so far and made my wife
wish to leave our family home for 47 years, the V.O.A defiling it she once said. As we like many were trusting we
even put up a temporary bed in the dining room for fear of more council tax if we used the ground floor bedroom,
yes silly now but at the time it certainly wasn’t?
No I have no further reservations that I once had about going public over the last 5 years regarding our uncivil
service, councils and our complaints path and our Government too can suffer any consequences once it gets around
the country to our council taxpayers and business ratepayers too.
Apart from fighting for my wife our home, our neighbours and later for other communities I have had to do it all
alongside the Brexit debacle, much Parliamentary infighting, a silent No 10 its Anti-Corruption MP, the heads of the
Civil Service, a General Election and having to be being abused further on the 3 ½ year corrupted complaints path
which included a third disgracefully rigged Tribunal. Had my wife and I not already been corruptly pushed to an
unlawful so called “point of law” Did we need two unlawful points of law then from this conspiring Tribunal Service
Obviously I needed two they thought to make me give up following this corruption and citizens complaint path and
details of that abomination, who and what was involved has been advised and is documented in the final report.

These un-civil servants felt safe & little wonder given the corruption & closing of ranks
Little surprise these crooks have felt safe defrauding us and what’s worse we the taxpayers are paying for them to do
it to us all. Last month’s letter to you showed just one of the
so called “similar” properties they used in these scams to
defraud us. What you didn’t and couldn’t see with these 2 x
Band F and 1 x Band G was the pre April 1991 brick built

enclosed internal heated swimming pool and the significant additions all built prior to the National Bandings April
1991 so hardly similar, a bloody disgrace and I hope the first time I have sworn. Of course it was a G band April 1st
1991 but the V.O.A had not expected it to be found as all was out of sight at the rear of the Band G house April 1993
Next month will be Hitcham House Farm, the V.O.A, council and the two elderly tenants being extorted for
thousands and thousands of pounds by the V.O.A our own South Bucks District Council and Northgate Public Services
after that the three homeowners defrauded eight months before us in late February 2015
And after that and you and our Justice Secretary, our Civil Service and Government still remain silent and in their
bunkers, I can only suspect further cover up so it must go out to the general public unless I have heard from you Joy
or our Justice Secretary and H.M.R.C or our Prime Minister himself being the theoretical head of these criminal civil
servants.
And if you and this Government remain silent implying the those defrauded by these public servants will have to
take these crooks to the High Court as you wish to remain silent and bunkered down, that will be Governments
shameful decision lowering this elected Conservative Government down to the same level of those who defrauded
us and their criminal associates in the Tribunal Service.

If our Government won’t protect homeowners our Police cant…….who will?
So the public will need to be made aware and the inevitable advice imparted to them for their own protections as
none are national shopkeepers or Amazon warehouses with deep pockets. But I hope you and Government
understand that cannot be the end of it in that event.
If you have no desire to protect your constituents Joy, uphold the law with your transparency and openness Robert
Buckland, or to protect the electorate, conservative or otherwise Prime Minister, there is little more I can say but so
be it. I have done my best, fought tooth and nail, written 100s of letters and emails in every possible format and
style and that in itself brings equal shame upon this Government, H.M.R.C Parliament and the Ministry of Justice.
For I realise now after my efforts just how many homeowners, families, tenants and others with public services
complaints or abuses have never received any form of Justice unless they could afford it of course like those
shopkeepers retrieving nearly half a billion pounds from the actions of the VOA and they had a “Tribunal” too, but
with the evidence now that should be unnecessary if indeed we have an honest and trustworthy Government.
Whatever Justice is as the innocent scammed homeowners, tenants and landlords have seen no Justice so I was
pleased and relieved to read of the shopkeepers case in front of Lord Chief Justice Lindblom not because they
retrieved nearly half a billion of their money from the V.O.A and Tribunal actions .
But because I knew then we still had honest and upstanding Judiciary after the contrived and criminal Tribunals, but
also after being gagged at the Magistrates before I even had half a chance to speak, but no matter it told me what I
needed to know regarding the modus operandi of these Civil Service and Valuation Office Agency crimes and their
accomplices too.
I have tried my best to prevent having to publish given the many honest civil servants we have, bar the senior civil
servant who stole £1.7 million from Mr Buckland’s department at the Justice Ministry, but if need be only to protect
and warn the many council taxpayers, our ratepayers too as these civil servants also deal with business rates and
they have a huge backlog of business complainants and that information did not surprise me.
Something may be happening, our Government may be looking into it, you our M.P working hard
on your constituent’s behalf but we don’t know that. After first being defrauded by those we
should trust, forced and manipulated to an unlawful so called point of law, finding our Police
Tribunal deceit
handcuffed, experiencing this untruthful whitewash adjudicator as pre-warned, being gagged at a Magistrates
before I hardly had a chance to finish the oath, that oath absent from those rigged and corrupt tribunals
Finally reaching the P.H.S.O or Ombudsman only to experience them retreating into the sunset doing absolutely
nothing and they held the evidence. I think it’s fair to say my trust has been depleted to the point I no longer have
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any I apologise Joy as we should be able to trust our own Member for Parliament, our Justice Secretary and indeed
our elected Government………… shouldn’t we?
Kind Regards

Mr & Mrs NR Gardiner,
192, Lent Rise Road, 194, Lent Rise Road, 198 Lent Rise Road and Hitcham House Farm and Eight Acres.
These are the clearest examples of public service fraud and the abuse of powers. Homeowners, tenants, and our business
communities are not safe until this Valuation Office Agency is brought to book, retrained and dishonest staff replaced from
the top to the bottom and those that closed ranks and specifically colluded with them and covered up for them too

Update: Chief Executive Officer. Valuation Office Agency. Executive Arm of H.M.R.C
Mrs Melissa Tatton replaced by an (interim) Chief Executive it’s reported, with the familiar words “stepped down”
but has been unable to return to H.M.R.C as did her predecessor Penny Ciniewicz, the previous V.O.A Chief Executive
she replaced. P Ciniewicz equally as responsible for failing to put a stop to these frauds, scams and abuses they were
both aware of to hard working families, homeowners & tenants.
Even in the face of a Coalition Government and Conservative Prime Minister David Cameron and his actions
stepping in to cancel the England valuations, closing databases to the V.O.A and barring their civil servants from our
homes, actioned by his Anti-Corruption M.P Eric Jack Pickles later to become knighted Sir Eric Pickles MP
Yet the frauds and abuses continued upon the council taxpayers, both Chief Executives inactive and Melissa Tatton
with her C.B.E the Royal Navy Falklands veteran Iain Shepherd had his M.B.E revoked involving £60,000 of money
that did not belong to him. How much money has Melissa Tattons people taken that didn’t belong to them?
Although breaching the “Civil Service Code of Conduct” to our M.P the Rt Hon Dominic Grieve Q.C.M.P and not
directly involved on the ground with these scams, other than to attempt to cover them up, it needs to be asked how
many, many thousands of pounds have been defrauded from innocent, often unsuspecting and trusting council
taxpayers in England over the period both Melissa Tatton and Penny Ciniewicz were both heading the Valuation
Office Agency as Chief Executives.
For one of my neighbours alone it was £22,000 and for my wife and I a further £1,700 a year on top of our Council
taxes (for life) for my wife and I, or at least while Eight Acres was our family home. Resident for 47 years but my wife
requested to move after the V.O.A Listing Officer Andrew Corkish began threatening two elderly widows in Hamilton
Gardens to cover up these scams, as she and our farm neighbour had already been intimidated, that just clinched it
as she had been expecting to be a widow twice from my two major cancers, something I had thought too at times.
Melissa Tatton took up her current post as Chief Executive of the Valuation Office Agency in September 2017, and was
additionally appointed as HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) Tax Assurance Commissioner in October 2019.
Mrs Tatton is (was) a member of HMRC’s Executive Committee, chair of the HMRC Professional Standards Committee, and head
of the government tax profession. She previously held a number of senior posts in HMRC, including: Director for Individuals and
Small Business Compliance (2014 to 2017) Director, Large Business Service (2011 to 2014) Deputy Director, Business
International (2009 to 2011) Melissa Tatton was made a Commander of the Order of the British Empire in June 2016.

Once I found the first evidence we had been defrauded I informed Mr Grieve of my concerns but he didn’t provide
assistance till after we had reached the busy doing nothing PHSO https://phsothetruestory.com that assistance
pushed Mrs. Tatton into breaking the Civil Service Code of Conduct but it seems unless dragged to the High Court the
VOA and our Government wish to abuse the population further, well that’s ok as it will go out in February 2021 if Joy
Morrissey our MP has not returned by that time, then the work for the next year has to start in earnest.

Valuation Office Agency Chief Executives and who was termed the whitewash Adjudicator

The last chance for Justice in the citizens’ complaints path. The “Parliamentary Ombudsman”.
This request seemingly a worthless front not unlike
the H.M.R.C Charter those in the V.O.A threw out of
the window alongside the Civil Service rulebook
I of course responded to this H.M.R.C Misconduct
Panels request but once advised of their staff criminal
behaviour, yes and near criminal too the H.M.R.C
panel quickly washed its hands of the Valuation Office
Agency despite its their own Executive Arm and
became evasive and then unresponsive.
Is the closing of ranks, the cover ups ever going to
cease. Its November 2020 and no sign it will yet.

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/229/com07.htm
https://www.transparency.org.uk/corruption-more-than-a-cancer/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/civil-service-code/the-civil-service-code
https://phsothetruestory.com

Next Month December the evidence of how two innocent farming tenants became the victims of the V.O.A and their own
district council attempting to extort many, many thousands of pounds they never owed, under the guise of council taxes
Mr & Mrs NR Gardiner & four other households

